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"I'm Back." - Lula
 
Summary
Lula da Silva (Lula) is back as president of Brazil with a victory over Bolsonaro in Sunday's 
runoff. With Lula now formally elected, the focus will shift to cabinet member selections, 
particularly who Lula chooses to be finance minister as well as economy minister. 
These cabinet selections should offer insight into Lula's potential policy agenda, and 
whether Lula will exercise fiscal discipline over the course of his administration. However, 
arguably most important right now, is President Bolsonaro's reaction to the election 
outcome. Bolsonaro has yet to concede defeat or respond to the results, and with market 
participants concerned a hostile challenge to the election could be forthcoming, the 
short-term path of the Brazilian real could be determined by Bolsonaro's reaction.

However, we believe political risk will not be a determining factor for the Brazilian real, 
rather that political developments represent only downside risks as of now. While we 
forecast a weaker currency into Q1-2023, we believe diverging paths for Federal Reserve-
Brazilian Central Bank monetary policy will be the driving force behind Brazilian real 
depreciation during that period. Over the longer term, with Lula likely to implement fiscal 
prudence and the Brazilian real at attractive valuations, we believe the currency could be in 
position to outperform, especially within the Latin American currency complex.
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Lula Completes the Comeback
Last night, Lula da SIlva (Lula) officially completed his return and is president of Brazil again. Opinion 
polls indicated strong support for Lula from the onset of the election cycle, and while the race was 
closer than polls suggested, Lula secured his third term in office and a return to politics that was once 
deemed impossible. Lula's win completes Latin America's second “Pink Tide”—a term once used to 
describe a wave of left-leaning political candidates that won presidential elections across the region in 
the 1990s and 2000s. In the aftermath of COVID, this “Pink Tide” theme has unfolded again, especially 
in the larger Latin American countries. Left-leaning and/or unorthodox candidates have secured the 
presidency in countries such as Peru, Chile, and Colombia, and the election of Lula firmly integrates 
Brazil as part of this theme. But with Lula now formally elected and the second Pink Tide complete, the 
immediate focus will shift in multiple directions.

First, Lula's cabinet member selections and who he chooses as advisors will be of particular importance 
to market participants. On the campaign trail, Lula preached fiscal moderation, which he followed 
through on by selecting Geraldo Alckmin, the former governor of São Paulo and a fiscally prudent 
center-right politician, as vice president. Alckmin is certainly an indication of fiscal moderation; 
however, market participants will be keenly focused on who Lula chooses as finance minister and 
economy minister in the lead up to inauguration. Hints from the incoming administration suggest 
Henrique Meirelles, a former central bank chief and ex-finance minister known for his technocratic 
and pragmatic policies, could be at the top of the list for the job. Should Meirelles indeed be named 
finance minister, markets would take this selection positively, as Meirelles would be viewed as 
another step toward fiscal prudence by Lula. In addition to cabinet choices, Lula's comments will 
be scrutinized carefully by the international investment community, especially language related to 
Brazil's constitutional spending cap. Lula is suggesting repealing the current spending limitations 
and implementing a new set of fiscal spending laws, although details around a new spending cap 
are unavailable as of now. More centrist cabinet members would suggest new spending limitations; 
however, Lula promised to increase social spending and enhance conditional cash transfers during 
the election cycle. If Lula reiterates those promises without a clear and cohesive funding plan, the 
international investment community could become concerned rather quickly and Brazilian financial 
markets could come under pressure ahead of Lula's inauguration.

But perhaps more important and potentially influential over Brazilian financial markets is outgoing 
President Bolsonaro's reaction to the results. Leading into the election, markets were concerned that 
Bolsonaro would contest the results if he did not win a second term. This theory stems from Bolsonaro 
criticizing Brazil's electronic voting system since the 2018 election, as well as Bolsonaro stating that 
he would not accept the results if the election is not “auditable.” At the current juncture, Bolsonaro 
has yet to concede defeat, or address the outcome of the election in any respect. While Bolsonaro can 
legally appeal the outcome of the election through Brazil's Superior Electoral Court, worries exist in 
the notion that Bolsonaro could attempt to incite his supporters to protest and begin more hostile 
demonstrations against Brazil's democracy. While Bolsonaro's reaction to the vote is unclear at the 
moment, a contested outcome, whether legally through the Superior Electoral Court or through illicit 
street protests, would likely be the determining factor for the short-term path of Brazilian financial 
markets. Should a contested election materialize, in either form, we would expect Brazilian financial 
markets, in particular the Brazilian real and sovereign debt, to sell off sharply. This “challenge risk” is 
likely to hover over local financial markets until and on inauguration day (Jan. 1, 2023) unless Bolsonaro 
explicitly concedes defeat to Lula and accepts the outcome of the election in an orderly fashion.

Against this backdrop, we believe the Brazilian real can weaken through the end of 2022 and into early 
2023; however, political risk is not the driving force of our short-term outlook for the currency. While 
political risk should keep markets on edge toward the Brazilian currency, we believe diverging paths 
for monetary policy between the Federal Reserve and Brazilian Central Bank will be the main factor 
that contributes to Brazilian real depreciation, with local political developments only tilting risks to 
the downside at the moment. Should there be a challenge of the election, or Lula not select market-
friendly cabinet members, or signal no credible replacement of the constitutional spending cap, the 
Brazilian real could weaken more than we expect, and that depreciation could persist longer than we 
expect. However, we are assuming a smooth transition of power, and also believe that Lula will indeed 
exercise moderation and operate a fiscally prudent administration. We believe Lula understands and 
appreciates the precarious state of Brazil's public finances, and that any worsening of Brazil's fiscal 
balance or debt burden risks severe and destabilizing capital outflows. Under assumptions of an orderly 
transition to a Lula administration and a shift toward center-left policy but diverging paths for U.S.-
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Brazil interest rates, we forecast the USD/BRL exchange rate, as indicated in our October International 
Economic Outlook, to move toward BRL5.35 by the end of this year and climb to BRL5.45 in Q1-2023.

Over the longer term, we believe the outlook for Brazil's currency could be noticeably brighter. Most 
valuation methodologies suggest the Brazilian real is undervalued, while the underlying fundamentals 
of Brazil's economy are relatively strong on a forward-looking basis. Political risk tends to hover over 
the Brazilian real, but our assumption for fiscal prudence from the incoming Lula administration should 
lift a significant amount of political risk off the currency. With political risk set to ease and valuations 
attractive, the Brazilian real could be in position to experience a prolonged rally over the second half 
of 2023 and into 2024. To that point, we forecast the USD/BRL exchange rate to reach BRL5.00 by 
early 2024 and eventually trend below BRL5.00 over the course of 2024. We will certainly be paying 
attention to Lula's fiscal plans, and if our fiscal assumptions need to be adjusted, we will stay flexible 
and adjust our longer-term outlook for the Brazilian currency. But until then, we believe the Brazilian 
real may be nearing a period of long-term outperformance, especially within the Latin American 
currency complex.
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